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We will assume throughout that F is a field of characteristic char F / 2
and that V is a non-degenerate quadratic space over F of finite dimension
 .  .dim V s n. The orthogonal group of V is denoted O V and V V is itsn n
commutator subgroup. John Hsia, in reference to the classical fact that
 .every element of V V is a product of commutators of symmetries, askedn
the following very basic question: For F a local field, does there exist a
 .bound k, depending only on n, such that every element of V V is an
product of k such commutators or fewer? A corollary of the results of this
article answers this question completely for a non-dyadic F: Every element
 . w xin V V is a product of nr2 such commutators, except for a ``handful''n
of elements which can be listed all are certain types of involutions when
. w x  .n G 6 , where nr2 q 1 factors are required. See Theorem 4. Of course,
Hsia's question can be asked for any F, and most of the analysis is carried
out in the more general context. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. NOTATION AND BASIC FACTS
w xNotation and terminology will follow 4 almost exclusively and all
w xrelevant fundamental facts can also be found in 4 , especially in Sections
1.2B, 5.2C, and 6.2A. Of course, these must be specialized to the orthogo-
nal case, i.e., to the case where the involution is trivial and the form
 4parameter is 0 . The most basic matters are reviewed below.
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Let q: V ª F be the quadratic form of V. The associated symmetric
 .  .  .  .bilinear form h: V = V ª F is given by h x, y s q x q y y q x y q y
 .  4for x and y in V. Let U, W, and T be subspaces of V. If h W, T s 0 ,
then U s W [ T is written U s W H T. Any non-degenerate U has a
splitting of the form
U s H H ??? H H H W ,1 k
 4where H , . . . , H are hyperbolic planes and W is anisotropic 0 is1 k
.considered anisotropic . Such a splitting is a Witt splitting of U. It is unique
up to isometry. The orthogonal complement of U in V is
U Hs x g V N h x , y s 0 for all y g U . 4 .
If U is a non-degenerate subspace contained in W, then the orthogonal
complement of U in W, i.e., U H lW is the unique subspace T with the
property that W s U H T. For any U, the radical of U is defined by
H  4Rad U s U l U . Note that U is non-degenerate if Rad U s 0 , and
 4  4degenerate if Rad U / 0 . If Rad U s U / 0 , U is totally degenerate. If T
 .is a subspace of U with the property that U s Rad U [ T , then U s
 .Rad U H T and T is non-degenerate. Any such splitting of U is a radical
splitting. The non-degenerate components of any two radical splittings of U
are isometric. The discriminant of U is denoted disc U. It is an element in
) ) )2 2FrF . On occasion, we will write disc U s a to mean that disc U s aF .
q . X  .The group of rotations is denoted by O V , and O V is the kernel ofn n) )q 2 .the spinor norm Q: O V ª FrF . These groups satisfy the inclusionsn
V V : OX V : Oq V : O V . .  .  .  .n n n n
 .If s g O V is under discussion, S will automatically refer to then
subspace
S s s y 1 V .V
of V. This space is the residual space of s . In the same way, the residual
 .spaces of r, t , m, and v in O V will automatically be denoted by R, T ,n
U, and W. A similar convention is in effect when subscripts are used. For
example, S will automatically be the residual space of s . Some of thei i
important properties of the residual space S of s are
S Hs x g V N s x s x , 4 .
 . q .s W s W for any W containing S, and s g O V if and only if dim Sn
 .  .  4is even. If s and s in O V satisfy h S , S s 0 , then s s s s s .1 2 n 1 2 1 2 2 1
 .A s g O V is called anisotropic, non-degenerate, degenerate, or totallyn
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degenerate, if S has the corresponding property. If V s U H W and s and
r are in the orthogonal groups of U and W, respectively, then the element
 .s [ r, written s H r, is in O V . A transformation s is an involution ifn
and only if s s y1 H 1 H . So involutions are non-degenerate. An invo-S S
X  .lution s is in O V if and only if dim S is even and disc S s 1. For ann
 .anisotropic u in V the symmetry t of O V is defined by the equationu n
h x , u .
t x s x y u .u q u .
for all u g V. Notice that t s y1 H 1 H . Therefore, symmetries areu F u F u
involutions, and t s t for any non-zero ¨ g Fu. If t s t , then T is¨ u u
 . y1the line Fu. For any s g O V , st s s t . The theorem ofn u s u
 .Cartan]Scherk]Dieudonne asserts that any s g O V which is not totallyÂ n
degenerate can be expressed as a product of dim S symmetries but no
fewer, and any totally degenerate s can be written as a product of
dim S q 2 symmetries but no fewer.
 .  .k  4An element s in O V is unipotent if and only if s y 1 V s 0 forn V
some k G 1. If s / 1 is unipotent, then s is degenerate. If s has theV
property that S is degenerate and dim S s 2, then s is unipotent. The
latter elements are the Eichler transformations. Since char F / 2, all unipo-
 . X  .  .tent elements of O V are in O V and since V is necessarily isotropicn n
 .in V V .n
2. SOME INITIAL OBSERVATIONS
The following fact is elementary, but it is important in the investigations
that follow.
PROPOSITION 1. The following are equi¨ alent for anisotropic lines L and1
L in V:2
 .i L and L are isometric.1 2
 .ii There are non-zero ¨ectors u g L and u g L such that1 1 2 2) )2 2 .  .q u F s q u F .1 2
 .iii There is a symmetry t such that t L s L .1 2
 .  .Proof. We prove that ii implies iii . The other implications are clear.
 .  .Put u s u. By assumption, there is a ¨ g L such that q ¨ s q u . So1 2
q u y ¨ s 2 q u y h u , ¨ s h u , u y ¨ , .  .  .  .
and similarly,
q u q ¨ s 2 q u q h u , ¨ s h u , u q ¨ . .  .  .  .
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 .  .  .If q u y ¨ and q u q ¨ are both 0, then since char F / 2, q u s 0.
 .  .  .Since this is not so, either q u y ¨ / 0 or q u q ¨ / 0. If q u y ¨ / 0,
consider the symmetry t s t . Sinceuy¨
h u , u y ¨ .
t u s t u s u y u y ¨ s u y u y ¨ s ¨ , .  .  .  .uy¨ q u y ¨ .
 .it is clear that t L s L . If q u q ¨ / 0, replace ¨ by y¨ in this1 2
computation. Q.E.D.
 .An element v g O V is a symmetry commutator ifn
v s t t ty1ty1u ¨ u ¨
with t and t symmetries.u ¨
 .PROPOSITION 2. Let v g O V . Then v is a symmetry commutator ifn
and only if
v s t tu w
) )2 2 .  .with q u F s q w F .
Proof. Easy consequence of Proposition 1. Q.E.D.
X  .PROPOSITION 3. Let n F 3. Then any s g O V is a symmetry commu-3
tator.
Proof. By the theorem of Cartan]Scherk]Dieudonne, s s t t . SinceÂ u ¨) ) )X 2 2 2 .  .  .  .  .s g O V , q u q ¨ g F . So q u F s q ¨ F . Now apply Proposi-3
tion 2. Q.E.D.
 .PROPOSITION 4. Let s g V V be a product s s v ??? v of symme-n 1 k
1  .try commutators. Then k G dim S , and if s is totally degenerate, k G2
1  .dim S q 1.2
Proof. Since v s t t for u and ¨ , this is a direct consequence ofi u ¨ i ii i
the theorem of Cartan]Scherk]Dieudonne. Q.E.D.Â
) ) 2  .THEOREM 1. Suppose card FrF F 2. Let s g V V . If s is notn
1  .totally degenerate, then it is a product of dim S symmetry commutators,2
1  .and if s is totally degenerate, then it is a product of dim S q 1 symmetry2
commutators.
Proof. By Cartan]Scherk]Dieudonne,Â
s s t ??? t ,u u1 m
where m s dim S if s is not totally degenerate, and m s dim S q 2 if s
is totally degenerate. Fix any factor t . Insert t t s ty1t s 1 at theu u u u u Vi i i i i
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beginning and between all factors up to t to getuiy1
s s t t t ty1 t t ty1 ??? t t ty1 t ??? t . .  .  .u u u u u u u u u u u ui i 1 i i 2 i i iy1 i iq1 m
s t t ??? t t ??? t ,u ¨ ¨ u ui 1 iy1 iq1 m
 .  .where q ¨ s q u for 1 F j F i y 1. Repeating this step appropriatelyj j
often, we can assume that
s s t ??? t ??? tu u u1 j m
) )2 2 .  .  .with q u g F for all i F j and q u f F for all i ) j. Since Q s s 1,i i
it follows that m y j must be even. Since m is even, j is also even and by
Proposition 2,
s s v ??? v vX ??? vX1 jr2 1 myj.r2
with each v and vX a symmetry commutator. So s is a product ofi i
1  .dim S symmetry commutators if s is not totally degenerate, and2
1  .dim S q 1 if it is. Q.E.D.2
w xThe next theorem is an easy consequence of results of Knuppel 5 .È
 .THEOREM 2. Suppose V is isotropic. Let s g V V . Then s is an
product of symmetry commutators
s s v ??? v1 k
1 1 .  .with k s dim S or k s dim S q 1.2 2
Proof. In view of Theorem 1, we can assume that card F ) 7. Now
w xapply Corollary I3 of 5 and Proposition 2 to get that s has a factorization
1  .s s v ??? v into symmetry commutators with k s dim S q 1. It is, of1 k 2
course, possible that there is such a factorization with fewer factors. But in
this case we are done by Proposition 4. Q.E.D.
 .Let s g V V . If there exists a factorization of s as a product ofn
1  .dim S symmetry commutators, s is called short. Otherwise it is called2
long.
We summarize some of the results of this section. The short elements
are those which can be expressed as a product of symmetry commutators
with the smallest possible number of factors. Totally degenerate elements
) ) 2are necessarily long. If card FrF F 2, then the totally degenerate
 .elements are the only long elements of V V . In particular, this is son
if F is a finite field, an algebraically closed field, or the field of real
numbers. Finally, if V is isotropic, then every long element is a product of
1  .  .dim S q 1 symmetry commutators but, of course, no fewer .2
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3. ELEMENTARY PROPERTIES OF SHORT AND
LONG ELEMENTS
We collect some elementary facts about short and long elements of
 .V V .n
PROPOSITION 5. Suppose s is short and let s s v ??? v be any factor-1 k
1  .ization of s as symmetry commutators with k s dim S . Then2
S s W [ ??? [ W1 k
 .  .and if v s t t , then W s Fu [ F¨ and t S s t S s S.i u ¨ i i i u ¨i i i i
Proof. By a fundamental property of residual spaces, S : W [ ??? [1
W . Therefore, S s W [ ??? [ W by dimension considerations. In thek 1 k
 .same way, W s Fu [ F¨ . Since Fu : S, t S s S, and similarly for t .i i i i u ¨i i
Q.E.D.
PROPOSITION 6. Suppose s s s s with S s S [ S . If s and s are1 2 1 2 1 2
both short, then s is short.
Proof. Easy consequence of Proposition 5. Q.E.D.
It has already been observed that totally degenerate elements are long.
The next proposition asserts that elements which are almost totally degen-
erate are short.
q .PROPOSITION 7. Suppose s g O V has S s Rad S H L with L a line.n
Then s is short.
Proof. Put L s F¨ . By Cartan]Scherk]Dieudonne, s s t ??? t withÂ u u1 k
k s dim S. By a basic property of residual spaces, S s Fu [ ??? [ Fu .1 k
Since u is anisotropic, u s x q a ¨ with x g Rad S and a / 0. Clearly,i i i i i i
 . 2  .q u s a q ¨ . Since this is true for all i, s is short by Proposition 2.i i
Q.E.D.
 .PROPOSITION 8. Suppose s g V V is non-degenerate. Then s is shortn
<  .m s is a short element in V S .S s
Proof. This is a consequence of Proposition 5. Q.E.D.
 .PROPOSITION 9. Let s g V V be an in¨olution. Then s is short mn
S s W H ??? H W1 k
with dim W s 2 and disc W s 1 for 1 F i F k.i i
Proof. Suppose s is short. So s s v ??? v with v , . . . , v symme-1 k 1 k
1  .try commutators and k s dim S . By Proposition 5,2
S s W [ ??? [ W .1 k
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< <Since s s y1 , v commutes with s . So v commutes with s andS SS 1 < 1S
hence with v ??? v . Therefore,2 k
S s W H W [ ??? [ W . .1 2 k
< <Since S is non-degenerate, W is non-degenerate. Since v s s sW W1 1 1 1
y1 is a symmetry commutator, disc W s 1. Observe that s s vy1s sW 1 1 11
 .v ??? v is an involution in V V with S s W [ ??? [ W . It follows by2 k n 1 2 k
induction that S has the required splitting. Conversely, if S s W H ??? H1
W with dim W s 2 and disc W s 1, thenk i i
s s y1 H 1 H ??? y1 H 1 H . .  .W W W W1 1 k k
By Proposition 3, each factor is a symmetry commutator. Q.E.D.
 .PROPOSITION 10. Suppose s g V V is non-degenerate. Then s is longn
m either
 . <  .i s is a long element in V S , orS s
 . < X .  .ii s g O S y V S .S s s
< X .Proof. Since, s g O S , this follows from Proposition 8. Q.E.D.S s
Suppose V is an isotropic space which contains a non-degenerate
m-dimensional subspace W with the property that
V W n OX W . .  .m m
w xObserve that W must be anisotropic and m G 4. Refer to 8 for the fact
that such situations exist with m s 4 for F either a non-dyadic local field
or a global field. These are by no means the only such examples. Section 5
w xof 7 constructs for a given field k and n-dimensional anisotropic space U
over k,
 .i a field F which is complete under a discrete valuation and has
residue class field k,
 .  .ii an n q 1 -dimensional anisotropic space U9 over F, and
 .  .  .iii a surjective homomorphism O U ª O U9 .n nq1
 .  .This homomorphism takes V U onto V U9 , and it is not veryn nq1
X  . X  .difficult to show that it takes O U onto O U9 . It follows that ifn nq1
 . X  .  . X  .V U n O U , then V U9 n O U9 . Therefore, by induction theren n nq1 nq1
 . X  .exist examples with V W n O W for any m. Clearly, any such W canm m
be embedded in a regular isotropic V.
X  .  .PROPOSITION 11. Suppose V is isotropic. Let r g O W y V W andm m
 .Hput s s r H 1 . Then s is a long element in V V .W n
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Proof. Apply Proposition 10. Q.E.D.
In reference to Proposition 10, observe that all these elements are
 . X  .  .non-degenerate and long of type ii . Note that if r g O V y V V ,m m
 . X  .  .then the coset rV V is contained in O V y V V .m m m
The following criterion will play an important role. It is a direct
w xconsequence of Corollary I2 of Knuppel 5 .È
 .KNUPPEL'S CRITERION. Suppose s g V V is long. If s is not anÈ n
involution, then
S s Rad S H W
with W anisotropic.
Knuppel's proof requires that card F ) 7. If card F F 5, thenÈ) ) 2card FrF F 2, and, as already pointed out, any long s is totally degener-
 4ate. So in this case, Knuppel's Criterion holds with W s 0 , and theÈ
assumption s 2 / 1 is unnecessary.V
 .PROPOSITION 12. Suppose n s 4 and V is isotropic. If s g V V is4
long, then it is totally degenerate.
Proof. We will assume that s is not totally degenerate and show that
s is short. If S s V, then we can assume that s an involution by
Knuppel's Criterion. So s s y1 and disc V s 1. Since V is isotropic, VÈ V
is therefore hyperbolic. So s is short by Proposition 9. Assume S n V.
Since S is not totally degenerate, there is a non-degenerate subspace U of
V with dim U s 3 and S : U. Since
< Hs s s H 1U U
< X  .  .and s g O U s V U , s is short by Proposition 3. Q.E.D.U 3 3
4. THE ZASSENHAUS SPLITTING AND
ITS PROPERTIES
 .Let s g O V . Suppose R is a non-degenerate subspace of V such thatn
s R s R. Then s RHs RH and
< < H < H < Hs s s H s s 1 H s s H 1 . .  .  .R R R RR R
Observe that the two factors commute. Any such factorization is called
an orthogonal splitting of s . Now let R be the subspace of V at which the
sequence
2 3S s s y 1 V = s y 1 V = s y 1 V = ??? .  .  .V V V
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 w x.stabilizes. Note that s R s R. It can be shown see 6.2A of 4 that R is
non-degenerate and that
kHR s x g V N s y 1 x s 0 for some k . . 4V
Therefore, RH is the largest subspace on which s acts as a unipotent
< H < Htransformation. Let m s 1 H s and r s s H 1 . SoR RR R
s s mr
is an orthogonal splitting of s . This splitting is the Zassenhaus splitting of
s . Since R is the residual space of r, r is non-degenerate. Observe that
the residual space U of m satisfies U : RH . Therefore,
S s U H R .
 .Note that m is unipotent and hence that it is in V V . In particular,n
 .  .dim U is even. It follows that s g V V if and only if r g V V , andn n
dim S is even if and only if dim R is even. If s is non-degenerate, then
R s S, so s acts as the identity on RH . Therefore, s s r. If s is
unipotent, then similarly, s s m.
The Zassenhaus splitting provides the key to the study of long elements.
This will make use of Wall's form
, : S = S ª F , . s
 .  . defined for any s g O V by the equation s x y x, s y y y s h s x yn s
.x, y for all x and y in V. This form is a non-degenerate, bilinear form on
S, but it is not necessarily symmetric. In fact it is symmetric if and only if s
 .is an involution. Note that the space S is now equipped both with , ands
 .  .also the restriction of h. Since z, z s yq z for all z g S, there is nos
 .ambiguity in referring to isotropic or anisotropic vectors in S. When , s
is under consideration we will denote S by S . There are close parallelss
between factorizations of s and orthogonal splittings of the space S .s
w xRefer to 6.2B of 4 for this and other basic facts.
PROPOSITION 13. Let s be unipotent and long. Then s is totally degen-
erate.
Proof. Since s is unipotent and non-trivial, Rad S / 0. So s 2 / 1 .V
Therefore, by Knuppel's Criterion, S s Rad S H W with W anisotropic.È
Note, therefore, that all isotropic lines of S are in Rad S.
 .1 Suppose Rad S is a non-degenerate subspace of S . Put S ss s
Rad S H W9. So s s s s , with S s Rad S and S s W9. Since1 2 1 2
 . y1h S, Rad S s 0, s commutes with s . Since Rad S is a totally degener-1
ate subspace of V, sy1 is unipotent. Therefore, s s sy1s is unipotent.1 2 1
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But S is a complement of Rad S in S, so s is non-degenerate. There-2 2
fore, s s 1 and hence s s s is totally degenerate.2 V 1
 .2 We now assume that Rad S is a degenerate subspace of S ands
show that this leads to a contradiction. Choose a non-zero u in Rad S such
 .that u, ¨ s 0 for all ¨ g Rad S. Since S is non-degenerate, there is as s
 .w g S such that u, w / 0. Since w is not in Rad S, w is anisotropic.s s
 .Now replace w by a scalar multiple and assume that u, w s 1. By Steps
 . w x2 of the proof of Theorem 2.4 of 3 , s s s s where1 2
S s Fu q Fw , S s S [ S1 1 2
and s is unipotent. Since u g S , S is a degenerate plane. Since w is2 1 1
anisotropic, s is a symmetry commutator by Proposition 7. By Proposi-1
tion 6, s must be long. Observe that s cannot be totally degenerate, for2 2
if it were, S : Rad S and hence S s Rad S H Fw, contradicting Proposi-2
 .  .tion 7. It follows, in view of 1 , that 2 applies to s . Continuing by2
induction shows that s is short. This contradiction completes the proof.
Q.E.D.
PROPOSITION 14. Suppose s is long, but not totally degenerate. Then r is
long.
Proof. Assume that r is short. Since s s mr and S s U H R, m is
long by Proposition 6. Therefore, by Proposition 13, U is totally degener-
ate. Hence r / 1 . Note that S s U H R is a radical splitting of S. So byV
Knuppel's Criterion, R is anisotropic. Consider a factorization of symme-È
try commutators
r s v ??? v1 k
1  .with k s dim R . By Proposition 5, R s W [ ??? [ W . Since m is1 k2
totally degenerate,
m s m ??? m ,1 m
1  .where m s dim U and U s U [ ??? [ U with U a totally degenerate1 m i2
w x w xplane for 1 F i F m. See Theorem 2.4 of 3 or 8.2.2 of 4 for this fact.
 .1 Consider the case r s v and m s m . So s s m v and S s1 1 1 1
U H W . Since W is anisotropic and U totally degenerate, all isotropic1 1 1 1
vectors of S are in U . Therefore, S is spanned by anisotropic vectors. Let1
u g U be non-zero. Since S is non-degenerate, there is an anisotropic w1 s
 .in S such that u, w / 0. So Fu [ Fw is a non-degenerate subspace ofs s
 .S . Therefore, S s Fu [ Fw H W9 for a non-degenerate plane W9 ofs s
S . So s s s s with S s Fu [ Fw and S s W9. Since u g Rad S, S iss 1 2 1 2 1
a degenerate plane. So s is a symmetry commutator by Proposition 7.1
Note that W9 cannot be a totally degenerate plane of V, otherwise
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U = Fu [ W9 which is impossible. It follows by the argument in the proof1
of Proposition 12, that s is a symmetry commutator. Since s s s s , s2 1 2
is short. This contradicts the hypothesis.
 .2 Consider the general case s s m ??? m v ??? v . Applying Step1 m 1 k
 .1 to m v shows that m v s s s , with s and s both symmetrym 1 m 1 1 2 1 2
commutators, and U H W s S [ S , where S s Fu [ Fw with u g Um 1 1 2 1 m
and w anisotropic. Of course,
s s m ??? m s s v ??? v .1 my1 1 2 2 k
Observe that S s U [ ??? [ U [ S [ S [ W [ ??? [ W . Put1 my1 1 2 2 k
s 9 s m ??? m s . Since1 my1 1
S9 s U [ ??? [ U [ S s U [ ??? [ U [ Fu H Fw , .1 my1 1 1 my1
s 9 is short by Proposition 7. Since the residual space of s v ??? v is2 2 k
S [ W [ ??? [ W this element is short also. Therefore, s is short by2 2 1
Proposition 6. This contradiction completes the proof. Q.E.D.
5. REDUCTION mod THE RADICAL
We next recall the ``reduction modulo the radical'' construction and
some of its properties. Let M be any subspace of V. The quotient space
V 9 s MrRad M is a quadratic space with form q9 defined by q9 x q
.  .Rad M s q x for all x g M. The associated symmetric bilinear form h9
 .  .satisfies h9 x q Rad M, y q Rad M s h x, y for all x, y in M. Check
that V 9 is non-degenerate. Let dim V 9 s m.
w x  .Let O M be the subgroup of O V defined byn
w xO M s s g O V N S : M . 4 .n
w x H H <Let s g O M . Since S = M = Rad M, s s 1 . Define s byÄRad M Rad M
 .  .s x q Rad M s s x q Rad M. Check that s g O V 9 and thatÄ Ä m
w x: O M ª O V 9Ä  .m
w xdefines a homomorphism. For u g M anisotropic t g O M and t sÄu u
t . Check thatuqRad M
w xker s s g O M N s y 1 M : Rad M . 4Ä  .V
 .3  .2  . .Let s g ker . Since s y 1 V : s y 1 M : s y 1 Rad M s 0,Ä V V V
s is unipotent of level 2.
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Now let K be any complement of Rad M in M. So
M s Rad M H K .
Note that K is a non-degenerate subspace of M and check that x ª x q
 .Rad M defines an isometry w : K ª V 9. Now let s 9 g O V 9 be arbitrarym
and define s by s s d H 1 H , with d : K ª K given by wy1s 9w. ObserveK
 . w xHthat s g O K H 1 : O M and check that s s s 9. In view of theÄK
description of ker already given, it follows that the restriction of is anÄ Ä
isomorphism
O K H 1 Hª O V 9 . .  .m K m
 . w xLet s g O V be arbitrary and reduce mod Rad S. Clearly, s g O S .n
Let s s mr be the Zassenhaus splitting of s . Since S s U H R, both m
w xand r are in O S . Assume that S s Rad S H W, with W anisotropic.
Since, m is a unipotent element in the orthogonal group of an anisotropicÄ
 .space, it follows that m s 1. Therefore, m y 1 S : Rad S and s s r.Ä Ä ÄV
 .PROPOSITION 15. Let s g V V be a unipotent element which satisfiesn
S s Rad S H W with W anisotropic. Then
31dim Rad S G dim S , s y 1 S : Rad S, and s y 1 s 0. .  .  .  .V V2
Proof. Since W is anisotropic, Rad S contains all isotropic lines of S.
1w x  .By Theorem 2.4 of 3 , S is the direct sum of dim S degenerate planes.2
Since each of these planes contains an isotropic line, the inequality
 . <follows. Since s y 1 V s S and s s 1 , it only remains toRad SV Rad S
 .prove that s y 1 S : Rad S. But this follows from the properties ofV
reduction modulo Rad S already pointed out. Q.E.D.
PROPOSITION 16. For any subspace S of V with dim S e¨en and
1  .  .dim Rad S G dim S , there exist unipotent elements s in V V withn2
residual space S.
Proof. To see this, let S s Rad S H W. Since W is non-degenerate,
W s L H ??? H L with L anisotropic for all i. Take any direct sum1 m i
decomposition
Rad S s S [ ??? [ S [ T [ ??? [ T ,1 k 1 m
where T , . . . , T are lines and S , . . . , S are planes. Put SX s T H L for1 m 1 k i i i
1 F i F m. Since S , . . . , S , SX , . . . , SX are degenerate planes, there exist1 k 1 m
Eichler transformations s , . . . , s , s X, . . . , s X with these planes as resid-1 k 1 m
ual spaces. Put
s s s ??? s s X ??? s X .1 k 1 m
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Since the residual spaces of the factors are pair-wise orthogonal, the
factors commute. Since Eichler transformations are unipotent, s is unipo-
tent. Since
S s S [ ??? [ S [ SX [ ??? [ SX ,1 k 1 m
s has residual space S. The assertion is established. Q.E.D.
X  .Let s g O V be arbitrary and let s s mr be the Zassenhaus splittingn
 4of s . So S s U H R. Since R is non-degenerate, R l Rad S s 0 . Let W
be a complement of Rad S in S containing R. Put dim W s m. Let T be
the orthogonal complement of R in W. So
S s Rad S H W and W s T H R .
Since R is non-degenerate, the orthogonal complement of R in S is
unique, and it follows that
U s Rad S H T .
Since T is non-degenerate, Rad U s Rad S. Since R : W, rW s W and
 .since Q m s 1,
< Xr g O W . .W m
 .PROPOSITION 17. 1 Suppose that W is anisotropic. Then r is anisotropic
and m satisfies
1 .  .  .i U s Rad U H T , with T anisotropic and dim Rad U G dim U ,2
 .  .  .3ii m y 1 U : Rad U and m y 1 s 0.V V
 4If m / 1 , then m is short m T / 0 .V
 . 22 Suppose s is not totally degenerate and s / 1 . If s is long,V
then W is anisotropic and r is long.
 . < X  .  .3 If r g O W y V W , then W is anisotropic and s is long.W m m
 .  .Proof. Part 1 follows from Propositions 15 and 13 and part 2
 .combines Knuppel's Criterion and Proposition 14. It remains to prove 3 .È
That W is anisotropic is clear. We now assume that s is short and
produce a contradiction. By Propositions 5 and 2, s s t t ??? t t , withu ¨ u ¨1 1 k k
 .  .q u s q ¨ and u and ¨ in S for all i. Note that both t and t are ini i i i ¨ ui iw xO S for all i. By the properties of reduction modulo Rad S,
s s r s t ??? t .Ä Ä u qRad S ¨ qRad S1 k
 .  .  .  .  .Since q9 u q Rad S s q u s q ¨ s q9 ¨ q Rad S , r g V V 9 byÄi i i i m
Proposition 2. Since
: O W H 1 Hª O V 9Ä  .  .m W m
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 . <  .His an isomorphism, and r g V W H 1 , it follows that r g V W .Wm W m
This is contrary to the hypothesis. Q.E.D.
6. NON-DYADIC LOCAL FIELDS
We will assume throughout this section that F is a non-dyadic local
w x w xfield. Refer to 6 or 8 for the basic properties of such fields. One
important fact is that V is isotropic for n G 5.
 .PROPOSITION 18. Suppose dim V s 4. If s g V V is long, then V is4
hyperbolic and s is a totally degenerate element.
Proof. In view of Proposition 12, it suffices to assume that V is
 .  .anisotropic and to show that any s g V V is short. Let s / 1 in V V4 V 4
be arbitrary. Since dim S is even, dim S s 2 or dim S s 4. If dim S s 2,
then s is short by Proposition 3. Suppose dim S s 4. By Cartan]
) 2w x  .Scherk]Dieudonne, s s t t t t . By the proof of 95:2 of 8 , q u F sÂ u u u u i1 2 3 4) 2 .q u F for some i / j. By the proof of Theorem 1, s s t t t t with¨ ¨ ¨ ¨j 1 2 3 4) ) ) ) )2 2 2 2 2 .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .q ¨ F s q ¨ F . Since q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ q ¨ g F , q ¨ F s q ¨ F .1 2 1 2 3 4 3 4
Therefore s is short by Proposition 2. Q.E.D.
 .COROLLARY 19. Suppose n G 5. Let s g V V be non-degenerate withn
s 2 / 1 . Then s is long m S is anisotropic with dim S s 4, andV
< Xs g O S y V S . .  .S 4 4
Proof. Suppose s is long. By Knuppel's Criterion, S is anisotropic. ByÈ
Proposition 3, dim S / 2. Since dim S is even, dim S s 4. By Propositions
<  .18 and 8, s f V S . This completes the proof in one direction. TheS 4
other follows from Proposition 11. Q.E.D.
 .PROPOSITION 20. Let n G 5. Let s g V V be an in¨olution andn
S s H H ??? H H H W1 m
) 2a Witt splitting of S. Then s is long m y1 g F and dim W s 4.
<Proof. Since dim S s s is even, dim W is even. Since s s y1 gS S
X .O S , disc S s 1. Recall the fact that a non-degenerate plane U iss
hyperbolic m disc U s y1. Also, and this is easy to see, if U is the
orthogonal sum of an even number of hyperbolic planes, then U is the
orthogonal sum of planes of discriminant 1.
 .  41 Suppose W s 0 . If m is even, s is short by Proposition 9. If m
is odd, then 1 s disc S s y1. So disc H s 1 for all i and s is short, againi
by Proposition 9.
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 .2 Suppose dim W s 2. If m is odd, disc W s y1, But this is
impossible, since W is anisotropic. So m is even, and disc W s 1. Again, by
Proposition 9, s is short.
 .3 Suppose dim W s 4. Since W is anisotropic, disc W s 1. If y1 f
) 2 F , then W s U H U with disc U s 1 by the argument on the bottom of1 2 i
w x.p. 283 of 8 . Since disc S s 1, m must be even. So s is short by
) 2Proposition 9. Assume y1 g F . Now, a non-degenerate plane U is
hyperbolic if and only if disc U s 1. If s were to be short, then by
Proposition 9 and the cancellation of hyperbolic planes, W is isometric to
an orthogonal sum of planes U H U with disc U s 1. But this is impossi-1 2 i
ble, since W is anisotropic. Q.E.D.
 .THEOREM 3. Let n G 5. Let s g V V . Then s is long if and only ifn
 .i s is totally degenerate, or
 .ii s is a long in¨olution, or
 .iii the Zassenhaus splitting s s mr satisfies: m s 1 or m is totallyV
degenerate, R is a 4-dimensional anisotropic subspace of V, and
< Xr g O R y V R . .  .R 4 4
Proof. Let s be long, but neither an involution nor totally degenerate.
Let s s mr be the Zassenhaus splitting of s . In the notation of the
discussion preceding Proposition 17,
S s Rad S H W and W s T H R ,
 4where by Knuppel's Criterion, W is anisotropic, and by hypothesis W / 0 .È
By Proposition 14, r is long. Note that dim R is even and by Proposition 3,
dim R G 4. Since W is anisotropic, W s R, and dim R s 4. By Proposi-
< X .  .  4tions 8 and 18, r g O R y V R . Since T s 0 , U s Rad U. SoR 4 4
either m s 1 or m is totally degenerate. The proof in one direction isV
complete. In the other direction, recall that any totally degenerate element
 .is long, and then apply part 3 of Proposition 17. Q.E.D.
 .  .THEOREM 4. 1 Suppose n is e¨en. Then e¨ery s g V V is a productn )1 2of n or fewer symmetry commutators, except when n G 6, y1 g F , and the2
Witt splitting of V has the form
V s H H ??? H H H W ,1 m
with dim W s 4. In this case, y1 is the only exception and it requiresV
1 n q 1 factors.2
1 .  .  .2 Suppose n is odd. Then e¨ery s g V V is a product of n y 1n 2
or fewer symmetry commutators, except when n G 5 and the Witt splitting of V
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has the form
V s H H ??? H H H W ,1 m
with dim W s 3. In this case:
 .i If n s 5, the exceptions are the elements s with the property that S
< X .  .is a 4-dimensional anisotropic subspace of V and s g O S y V S . AllS 4 4
these elements require three factors.
) 2 .ii If n G 7, exceptions occur only if y1 g F , and they are the
in¨olutions s with dim S s n y 1, and S s H H ??? H H H U, with U a1 m
1  .4-dimensional anisotropic subspace of V. All these elements require n q 12
factors.
 .Proof. Let s g V V . Note that dim S is even. If s is short, then sn
1  .is a product of k s dim S symmetry commutators. If n is even, clearly2
 .k F nr2. If n is odd, dim S F n y 1. So k F n y 1 r2. So assume from
now on that s is long. By Proposition 3, n G 4. If n s 4, then by
Proposition 18, S is a totally degenerate plane, and s is a product of
1  .dim S q 1 s 2 symmetry commutators. The proof is now complete for2
n F 4.
Let n G 5. So V is isotropic. By Theorem 2, s is a product of
1  .  .k s dim S q 1 symmetry commutators, but since s is long no fewer.2
1 .  . 1 Suppose n is even. If S n V, then k s dim S q 1 F n y2
.2 r2 q 1 F nr2. So s is not an exception. If S s V, then s is an
involution by Knuppel's Criterion. So s s y1 , and an application ofÈ V
Proposition 20 completes the proof.
 .2 Suppose n is odd. Suppose that s is exceptional, i.e., that it
1 1 .  .  .requires more than n y 1 factors. Since k s dim S q 1 F n y 1 r22 2
q 1, this is possible only if dim S s n y 1. By dimension considerations, S
is not totally degenerate.
 .2a Suppose that s is not an involution. By Theorem 3, s s mr
< X .  .with R a 4-dimensional anisotropic subspace of V, r g O R y V R ,R 4 4
and m s 1 or m totally degenerate. Since S s U H R and dim S s n y 1,V
U must have codimension 1 in RH . This is not possible if U is totally
 4degenerate. So U s 0 . Hence m s 1 and s s r. Since, n y 1 sV
dim S s dim R s 4, it follows that n s 5.
 .2b We complete the proof for n s 5. Let s be an involution.
Since s is long, the use of Propositions 20, 10, and 18 shows that S is
< X .  .4-dimensional, anisotropic, and that s S g O S y V S . We have now4 4
 .  .proved that any exceptional s g V V satisfies the condition of i . By5
Proposition 10, all these elements require k s 3 factors. It remains to note
that the existence of 4-dimensional anisotropic subspaces in V is equiva-
lent to V having the indicated Witt decomposition.
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 .  .2c Let n G 7. By 2a , s is an involution. By an application of
) 2Proposition 20, y1 g F and the Witt splitting of S is of the form
S s H H ??? H H H U, with dim U s 4. Since dim S s n y 1, this im-1 m
plies easily that V has a Witt splitting of the required type. Again by
1  .Proposition 20, any such involution requires n q 1 factors. Q.E.D.2
 .Remarks. a Consider Theorem 4. Let n G 6. When exceptional ele-
 .ments exist, then they constitute precisely one conjugacy class in V V .n
For n even, this is obvious. For n odd, this follows from Witt's Theorem
and the fact that 4-dimensional anisotropic spaces over a local field are
w xunique up to isometry. If n s 5, the results of Section 95 of 8 can be used
to describe the exceptional elements as follows. For S as indicated, the
 . X . X .  .index of V S in O S is 2. Select r g O S y V S . So the elements4 4 S 4 4
that require three symmetry commutators are precisely the elements
 . Hr V S H 1 with S ranging over all 4-dimensional anisotropic sub-S 4 S
 .spaces of V. All elements in r V S have the form t t t t whereS 4 u u u u1 2 3 4
 4   .  .  .  .4u , u , u , u spans S and q u , q u , q u , q u represents the four1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4)
 w xdifferent square classes of F refer to 95:1a of 8 and proceed as in the
.proof of Proposition 18 .
 .b The case of a dyadic local field is different and remains to be
settled. Proposition 17 applies, but there are no elements satisfying the
 .hypothesis of part 3 . In reference to Proposition 10, there are no regular
 .  .elements of type ii , but there do exist those of type i . Proposition 18 is
 .not valid but the long elements of V V are not as yet classified.4
 .c For an arbitrary F, the classification of long elements will be
 .difficult if not impossible to achieve, particularly in the anisotropic case.
 .Note that, in essence, Proposition 17 reduces the problem to this case.
 .This classification is directly related to a question about non-symmetric
bilinear forms over F, because the properties of the Wall form imply that
an element s is short if and only if the space S has an orthogonals
splitting into planes of discriminant 1 with none of them alternating.
 .  .d Consider the projective orthogonal group PV V over a field Fn
 .  .with n G 3 but n / 4 and assume that PV V is simple. If V isn
 .  .isotropic, then PV V is simple for any F. If V is anisotropic, PV V isn n
simple for certain F, including the real numbers and global fields in the
.  .latter case, n must be at least 5 . Fix h g PV V with h / 1. Observen
 .that any g g PV V has a factorization of the formn
g s g h"1gy1 ??? g h"1gy1 ,1 1 k k
 .with g , . . . , g in PV V . If V is isotropic, then there is an integer N,1 k n
independent of h and g, so that g can be factored in this way with k F N.
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w xSee page 210 of 1 . If V is anisotropic, such a bound does not always exist.
w xSee 9 . Taking for h the projection of a symmetry commutator provides
the connection of these considerations with the concerns of this article.
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